Switch region content of hybridomas: the two spleen cell Igh loci tend to rearrange to the same isotype.
We have examined the switch region content of 25 hybridomas that secret antibodies of various isotypes with specificity for phosphocholine or glycoproteins of herpes simplex virus. These Southern hybridization experiments included probes for the murine JH region as well as probes for the mu, gamma 3, gamma 1, gamma 2b, gamma 2a, and alpha switch regions. For 22 of the hybridomas, the deletion model of the heavy chain switch fits the data well--all switch regions upstream of the rearranged (and expressed) switch regions are deleted and all switch regions downstream remain in the germline configuration. As exceptions to a simple deletion model of the switch recombination, we have observed two, and perhaps three, examples of switch region rearrangements downstream of an expressed heavy chain gene. The 25 hybridoma DNA samples include 28 rearranged gamma switch regions; the sizes of at least 25 of these rearranged fragments are consistent with recombination in the tandemly repeated sequences associated with gamma genes. For those hybridomas with two spleen cell-derived Igh loci, including three mu-expressers, three gamma 3-expressers, four gamma 1-expressers, and one gamma 2b-expresser, the two loci tend to be rearranged to the same switch region, suggesting that the heavy chain switch rearrangement is an isotype-specific event. The exceptions within this group include three hybridomas in which the switch seems to be incomplete--on one chromosome the JH complex is rearranged to the S gamma 3 region, while on the other it remains associated with the S mu region. A second group of hybridomas, which includes four gamma 3-expressers, have both gamma 3 and gamma 1 switch rearrangements. Each of these four hybridomas includes three rearranged JH segments, suggesting that they may be the result of an unusual differentiative pathway or a technical artifact. These experiments suggest that the heavy chain switch rearrangement in normal spleen cells is a deletion event that occurs within tandemly repeated elements. The rearrangement is mediated by factors with partial, or perhaps complete, isotype specificity.